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A rising star in the fantasy genre, Michael J. Sullivan has built an ardent following for his Riyria

Revelations saga, which draws to its epic conclusion in Heir of Novron. On the holiday of Wintertide,

the New Empire plans to burn the Witch of Melengar and force the Empress into a marriage of their

own design. But they didn't account for Royce and Hadrian finally locating the Heir of Novron-or the

pair's desire to wreak havoc on the New Empire's carefully crafted scheme.Heir of Novron contains

Wintertide and Percepliquis, books 5 and 6 of Riyria Revelations.
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2 bks separatedWintertide:Royce and Hadrian ride into Aquesta ragged and cold from the journey.

Many people are coming to Aquesta for the upcoming Wintertide Celebration, one month away. The

news has spread that Modina is to be married and the Nationalist leader Degan Gaunt will be

executed, all as part of the celebrations. Melengar has fallen to the Imperial Empire. With this many

worries come to mind...How's Gwen? Arista? Alric? So much to happen and worry about and

questions to answer.I got a chuckle at the beginning of this book with the small group of young

thieves we meet. But, by now we are all well acquainted with the characters and ready for Michael

to bring them back to life for us. I was excited to be back into this world ~ its comfortable to me and I

want to see where we are going with the situations the characters were left in, in Emerald Storm.

Again, I couldn't put it down. I just had to know what would happen to these characters left in a little

bit of a tight spot.Michael did a great job of setting up for this book with the previous ones and using



what he had available in all aspects of the world. There is nothing new pulled out of thin air or make

you wonder 'where did that come from', everything we need and know have been laid out for us, but

now tied together to answer questions for us. Many of the smaller unknowns and lose ends are tied

up here, within a captivating story in which Michael brings all the characters together and to demise,

good or bad.Percepliquis:Men are fighting for their kingdom and homes against attackers we have

feared would come. Arista's having horrible nightmares, Royce is depressed after the ending in

Wintertide, and Hadrian feels guilt.

How many of you have read a series and loved everything about it only to get to the last book and

be completely disappointed?*raises hand*So many time that has happened to me, especially when

Iâ€™ve read books back to back and I get to the end an stuff from the last book doesnâ€™t even fit

in with stuff from the first bookâ€¦I mean it does fit if youâ€™ve had a drink or three and look at it

while standing on your head while trying to balance a set of plates with you feet. But, not on a

normal Tuesday.Well have no fearâ€¦.this is exactly the opposite of that.First, lets just say that the

revelations at the end of book 6 totally fall in line with all the revelations made along the way.How

did Michael J. Sullivan accomplish this you might ask?Well Iâ€™ll tell you young grasshopper. He

didnâ€™t publish any of the books until the entire thing was complete.Thatâ€™s right! He had the

luxury of editing stuff throughout to make it perfect and it was.There were so many great characters

and moment throughout the entire series that I donâ€™t think I can pick just one.I loved the

bromance: Hadrian and Royce make the perfect bromantic couple ever. They are totally in my top 3

of all time for sure.*** â€œYou canâ€™t kill Myron, Royce,â€• Hadrian said, rapidly pulling the monk

away as if he had found a child playing with a wild bear. â€œIt would be like killing a puppy.â€•

***Best philosophical monk ever: Myron had some amazing words of wisdom for our heroes in their

most desperate hours.*** â€œA beautiful day might bring disaster, while a day that begins trapped

inside an ancient toom, might be the best one of your life.
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